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more significant racial differential of 1.38 percent for females. Eowever, äs was the case for nonstudents, a regression for a sample restricted to labor force participants teils a very different story.
Table 9 (b) gives äs the gross differential between black and white male Student unemployment rates a highly significant 14.8 percent. This difference is greater than the white unemployment rate, 11.8 percent. When computed from this regression, the ratio of black to white Student unemployment rates is 2.26. When computed from Table 8 the ratio is 2.02. Once again, the difference between the two computa-tions stems from the reduced sampling error in the tenfold larger sample summarized in the earlier table.  "MODEL31" shows that, once again, the racial differential is larger outside the South than in the South.
Part (d) of Table 9 shows a gross female Student racial unemployment differential that is very close to the male differential; it is 14.5 percent and highly significant.  "MODEL31" shows something different for women, however. The implied ratios of black to white Student unemployment rates are 2.89 in the South and 2.56 outside the South. For men, the ratio was larger outside the South.
Effect of Additional Explanatory Variables
Tables 10 (a)-10 (d) show the same equations for students that were estimated for nonstudents in Table 6. There are two dramatic changes. First, for male students but not for female students, race loses its significant effect entirely, regardless of whether age is included, Second, for male students but not for female students, household income, net of the teenager's earnings, emerges from insignificance äs a strong explainer of Variation in unemployment. When age is included in the equation, household income is the greatest reducer of chi-square for young men, stronger even than education.
SUMMARY
This paper presented a very brief review of the economic literature on unemployment, in particular the implications for empirical work on youth unemployment and labor force participation. New structural models for use with microdata were developed.  These models may reduce two important sources of bias in estimates of the impact of race on unemployment:  simultaneity and ecological correlation.
Original empirical work based on 1980 Census microdata shows, using simple, single-equation methods, that the labor force participation decision cannot be ignored in estimating the impact of race on unemployment.  For students and nonstudents, male and female, there is no gross racial differential to be explained if unemployment is measured äs the ratio of the number of unemployed to the size of the population. However, when samples are restricted to labor force participants, large and significant racial differentials emerge. These racial differentials vary by sex, region, and school enrollment Status. A racial difference

